Clinical pharmacy and clinical trials

100% owing to some patients coming to pick up the medicines before the set date. The method used in this study could be improved with validated adherence questionnaires. Good adherence is necessary to achieve SVR and it is especially important with the new protease inhibitors drugs (boceprevir and telaprevir), due to the complexity of triple therapy, adverse reactions and the high cost. Therefore, hospital pharmacists should collaborate on it with pharmaceutical care clinics specialising in hepatitis C.
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Background The role of a clinical pharmacist in providing and transmitting drug information to other health professionals varies greatly between countries. There is no consensus on the most efficient way to document and transmit interventions and its effect on the implementation of recommendations in practice.

Purpose To describe and then compare the methodology of pharmacist’s interventions (PIs) in each of the following French-speaking countries: France, Switzerland, Belgium and Quebec.

Materials and Methods 527 on-line questionnaires were distributed (276 in France, 47 in Switzerland, 92 in Belgium, and 112 in Quebec). They contained 36 questions about clinical pharmacy work, the ways of transmitting information and its documentation in the patient record.

Results 160 hospitals answered (total 30.3%; France 38.7%, Switzerland 44.7%, Belgium 23.9%, Quebec 21.4%). In the Swiss hospitals, only 47.4% of pharmacists analysed pharmaceutical prescriptions while 97.4% did in France, 76.5% in Belgium and 100% in Quebec. The same trend could be seen while examining the pharmacist’s presence on the wards: 42.1% in Switzerland, 58.4% in France, 85.7% in Belgium and 88.2% in Quebec.

Communications channels for PIs also differed depending on countries. Swiss pharmacists mainly used the phone (56.7% of the cases), followed by personal visits (30.7%). In France and Quebec the preferred methods were writing notes in the patient’s record in respectively 59.1% and 36.4% of the cases, followed by phone calls in 25.4% and 32.4%. In Belgium, the communication of PIs was most frequently done through personal visits (40%).

Conclusions Pharmacist’s interventions in terms of ways of transmitting drug information and its documentation differ among the 4 countries. Differences in the pharmacist’s integration into the ward teams, access to the patient record file and to the medical prescription probably explain the heterogeneity of our results.
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Background The clinical pharmacy department has recently started working with the medical team of the infectious and tropical diseases department. A pharmacy student, supervised by a clinical pharmacist, cheque 28 patient prescriptions daily.

Purpose To evaluate the impact and quality of pharmaceutical interventions (PIs) issued over a period of 8 months.

Materials and Methods All interventions are recorded and coded according to the criteria defined by the working group of the French Society of Clinical Pharmacy [1]. A note of the relevance is attributed by the pharmacist to each PI, according to Bayliff and Einaron’s scale [2].

Results In total, 1947 paper prescriptions were analysed. During this period, 980 patients were hospitalised, 133 (13.6%) were identified as having 209 PIs. Physicians accepted 168 interventions (80%), of which the pharmacist quantified the clinical relevance. A very significant clinical impact (level 2) was attributed to 36 PIs (21.5%), a significant clinical impact (level 1) to 77 (46%) and 54 PIs (32.5%) had an informative objective (level 0). No interventions had a vital clinical impact (level 3).

For each level of relevance, the distribution of PIs was described according to the type of drug-related problems on the one hand and the type of pharmacists’ recommendations on the other hand. Highlighting the clinical impact of PIs increased the interest of physicians in pharmaceutical work. Consequently, they asked for pharmaceutical reports more frequently (twice a month instead of once a year).

Conclusions The results reinforce the idea that a regular presence in care encourages collaboration between pharmacists and health care teams.
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